
 

                                                                                                     

                                               Logical Sequence of Words 

 

1. Pattern Recognition: The central idea is to recognize a pattern or 

relationship that connects the words in the sequence. This pattern could be 

based on meanings, linguistic properties, grammatical rules, or other logical 

criteria. 

 

2. Pattern Types: There are various types of patterns that can be used to create 

logical sequences of words, including alphabetical order, numerical order, 

synonyms, antonyms, analogies, cause-and-effect relationships, part-whole 

relationships, and more. 

 

3. Predictive Skill: Once you identify the pattern, you can predict the next 

word or words in the sequence. This involves applying the same pattern to 

extend the sequence logically. 

 

4. Analytical Thinking: Solving logical sequence of words puzzles requires 

analytical thinking. You need to critically examine each word and its 

relationship with the preceding and succeeding words. 

 



5.Multiple Possibilities: Depending on the complexity of the puzzle, there 

might be multiple valid patterns that can be deduced. This adds to the 

challenge and requires careful consideration. 

 

6.Contextual Considerations: Sometimes, the context of the puzzle can 

provide hints about the type of pattern to look for. This can include the 

theme of the puzzle, the subject matter, or the instructions given. 

 

7.Problem-Solving Approach: To solve such puzzles, you’ll need to try 

different strategies and test hypotheses until you find a pattern that 

consistently fits the given words. 

Question 1 : 

Arrange the given words in a meaningful sequence. 

1. Gwalior 

2. Universe 

3. Madhya Pradesh 

4. World 

5. India 

A. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

B. 1, 3, 5, 4, 2 

C. 3, 4, 2, 1, 5 

D. 4, 1, 5, 3, 2 



Correct Answer: 1, 3, 5, 4, 2 

Explanation : 

According to the sequence, Gwalior is in Madhya Pradesh and MP is in 

India then India is in World and world is in Universe. 

Question 2 :  

Arrange the words given below in a meaningful sequence. 

1. Community 

2. Family 

3. Member 

4. Locality 

5. Country 

A. 3, 2, 1, 4, 5 

B. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

C. 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 

D. 4, 3, 2, 1, 5 

Correct Answer: 3, 2, 1, 4, 5 

Explanation :  

If we arrange the sequence in correct way the sequence would be like, 

Member – Family – Community – Locality – Country because Member has 

less people than Family, Family has lee people than Community, 

Community has less people than Locality, A locality has less people than 

Country. 

Question 3 : 



Put the words in the appropriate order in the list below: 

1. Site 2. Plan 3. Rent 4. Money 5. Building 

A. 4,1,2,5,3 

B. 3,4,2,5,1 

C. 2,3,5,1,4 

D. 1,2,3,5,4 

 Correct Answer: 4,1,2,5,3 

Explanation: 

The correct order of owning a building is 4,1,2,5,3. i.e. Money – Site – Plan 

– Building – Rent 

Question 4 : 

Explain the correct order of these elements based on the sequence in which they 

are added while making tea: 

A. Water , milk, tea powder , sugar 

B. Sugar , milk , water , tea powder 

C. Water , tea powder , sugar , milk 

D. Tea powder , milk , water , sugar 

Correct Answer : Water , tea powder , sugar , milk 

Explanation: 

The correct order in which these elements are added to make tea is : => 

Water , tea powder , sugar , milk. 

Question 5 : 



 

If you want to order any product for yourself from online platform, what is the 

correct sequence of steps: 

 

A. Add to cart, Select payment method , Select the product , Log in 

B. Log in, Add to cart, Select the product ,Select payment method 

C. Select the product , Add to cart , Log in, Select payment method 

D. Log in, Select the product , Add to cart , Select payment method 

 

Correct Answer : Log in, Select the product , Add to cart , Select payment method 

Explanation: 

If you want to purchase any item online, first log in to the platform. Then select the 

product you want to purchase and then add it to the cart. Then finally pay for it and 

order will be placed. 
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